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Welcome to the EPTAC Webinar Series:

Top 5 Manufacturing Issues for
August 2009

You are connected to our live presentation delivered via the internet. The webinar will begin
shortly.

You will see the presentation slides on your computer monitor. To hear the audio, you must
use a telephone.

For Audio: Please use a telephone and call: 605-772-3434

                            Enter access code:
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Attendee Quick Reference

Control Panel Features:
Once you have joined our Webinar,
you will see this GoToWebinar Control
Panel and Grab Tab.  The control
panel contains three panes that can
be expanded or collapsed by clicking
the arrow on the left side of each
pane.

To Leave a Webinar:
1.  From the Attendee Control Panel
File Menu, select Exit – Leave
Webinar.
2.  On the Leave Webinar?
Confirmation dialog box, click Yes.

 You can ask questions by typing text directly to the
presenter using the “Question and Answer” box



Top 5
Manufacturing

Issues for
August 2009
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#1 Cleaning Methods

 Question:
 Does the flux manufacturer certify their flux

and define how it performed against SIR
test procedures?

 Should I test the flux internally?
 Are there any other type of cleaning test

which can be done?
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#1 Cleaning Test Methods

 IPC-TM-650 2.6.3.3, SIR Flux Test
 Solvent extract test, Omega Meter
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 #1 Cleaning Methods

 The cleaning process must be based
upon the flux types being used

 Entrapment areas must be checked
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#2 Toe Fillets

 The main question is: Are toe fillets
required by specifications 001 and 610?

 Specifications require end joint width
requirements but none require the solder
to be on the end of the lead.
 Why?
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#3 Applying Adhesive to Secure
Components

 Do the specifications cover this
requirement?

 I’ve got radial caps but they are a
different style than what is shown in IPC-
A-610, what can I do?
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#3 Applying Adhesive to Secure
Components

 001 DS covers this requirement for
Class 3 products
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#4 Wetting is Evident?

 What does that mean?
 001 para 7.6.4 Dim G states that “wetting is

evident”
 Is it implied or specified the amount of

the joint that must show wetting?
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#4 Wetting is Evident?

 Wetting is the metallurgical bond of two
separate metals with a third metal, i.e.
solder.

 Wetting implies the surfaces are clean
and oxide free
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#4 Wetting is Evident?
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Side Joint Width

Reject, Less than 50% 
Soldered and epoxy on pad
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Side Joint Width

Class 3 Acceptable

Class 1, 2 Acceptable
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#5 Icicles or Solder Projections

 If Icicles does not violate any height
requirements or electrical spacing are
they ok?

 IPC-A-610 does not mention any of this
topic
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#5 Icicles or Solder Projections

 They are ok but keep in mind the
following:
 Safety, they are sharp
 Can puncture ESD bags
 Can create ESD events when placed on

metal shelving
 If microwave products, can act as an

antennae.
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Further Information

For questions regarding this webinar,
please contact Leo Lambert at

leo@eptac.com

For information on any of EPTAC’s or IPC’s
Certification Courses, please visit our

website at http://www.eptac.com


